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              FLASHING MY GOODS IN PUBLIC

You guys know how I love to get naked, especially when it's in public. Well this time I got myself into a little trouble during our stay at a hotel in Florida. I was admiring the view from our balcony when I spotted a lifeguard tower on the beach. I thought it would be a really cool place to take some pics so I had Jake bring the camera along later that day when we went for a walk on the beach. When we got to the lifeguard tower I jumped up on it and began showing off for the camera as I flashed my titties and my pussy. A couple of guys who were walking by stopped and began to cheer me on. I continued to put on a little impromptu show right there on the beach and quite a few spectators began to gather. I was really getting turned on by flashing my goods in public in front of all those people when I noticed two guys in uniform step from the crowd and yell at me to get down from the lifeguard tower. Everyone that had gathered to watch began to boo as the hotel security guards advised me they would be forced to call the police if I didn’t get down from the tower immediately. 

They even went as far as to tell Jake that they wanted the film from his camera. He replied by saying, “It’s a digital camera, there is no film”. Everyone in the crowd starting laughing and the security guards walked away in frustration. Needless to say, that was the end of my escapades on the beach that afternoon. I didn’t want to push my luck since they were pretty serious about calling the police. Geez, some people are so uptight! 

~Kisses, Allie
www.NaughtyAllie.com
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	MY KIND OF LOVE   TRIANGLE
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	JAKE FINALLY GETS HIS   TURN
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	FUCKING STACI AND   IRA
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	I GET THIRSTY ON OUR   DESERT HIKE
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	SEXY THREESOME ENDS   WITH A CREAMPIE & A FACIAL
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	A HANDJOB BY   REQUEST
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	HE WASN'T   DREAMING
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	STICKY DOUBLE FACIAL   FOR ALLIE
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